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1.062	 			.905	 		‘C’	profile	 	.780	 .843

38” Fowler barrel, smoothbore or rifled

Griffin Fowler barrel, 42” octagon-to-round:
Our 42” smooth bore barrel is made for a fullstock flint fowling 

gun, fusil, or musket. The tapered octagon breech is 14” long, 
with a wedding band transition to tapered round. It flares slightly 
larger at the muzzle.

Our Griffin fowler 12 gauge 42” barrel has a 1.230”  octagon 
breech, .850” round waist, .900” round muzzle. Breech is threaded 
7/8-14 for the Griffin fowler plug and tang, not included.
 Our Griffin fowler 16 or 20 gauge 42” barrels have a 1.125” 
 octagon breech, .780” round waist, .843” round muzzle. Breech is 
threaded 7/8-14 for the Griffin fowler plug and tang, not included.
 We recommend the Griffin Fowler hooked plug, tang, and wax 
cast furniture shown in The Rifle Shoppe Catalog.
 Our Griffin Fowler barrel is thicker, but lighter than our 44” Fowler 
barrel, due to greater taper and flare.

Part# gauge  length profile weight twist Price
#Cole-Grif-12 12 42” E 3.6 lb smooth $225.00
#Cole-Grif-16 16 42” D 3.0 lb smooth $225.00
#Cole-Grif-20 20 42” D 3.7 lb smooth $225.00
#Cole-Grif-62 .62 cal. 42” D 3.6 lb rifled $225.00

Hawken barrel 36”, 1-1/8” tapered to 1” rifled by Colerain:
The strong 1-1/8” breech accepts our 3/4-6 plug. It tapers 

to 1” at the muzzle, making a handy offhand and hunting rifle. 
Colerain’s 36” straight tapered octagon barrel is ideal for use on 
our Jim Bridger’s Hawken, with our pre-inlet stock for tapered 
barrel. We can install our Jim Bridger’s Hawken hooked breech 
plug, at extra cost. Or use it on an English Sporting rifle, with 
our English percussion “square” hooked breech. With this plug, 
the assembly is 37-1/2” long. 

Part# caliber  length weight twist Price
#Cole-50-Tpr .50 36” 7.0 lb 1-56” $175.00
#Cole-54-Tpr .54 36” 6.7 lb 1-56” $175.00
#Cole-58-Tpr .58 36” 6.4 lb 1-66” $175.00
#Cole-62-Tpr .62 36” 6.1 lb 1-66” $175.00

Hawken barrel 36”, 1-1/8” straight octagon, rifled:
The strong 1-1/8” breech accepts our 3/4-6 plug. Heavy 

straight octagon, makes a nice target rifle. For use in our Jim 
Bridger’s Hawken, with our pre-inlet stock for straight octagon 
barrel. We can install our Jim Bridger’s Hawken hooked breech 
plug, at extra cost. 

Part# caliber  length weight twist Price
#Cole-50-F-36 .50 36” 7.2 lb 1-56” $175.00
#Cole-54-F-36 .54 36” 7.0 lb 1-56” $175.00
#Cole-58-F-36 .58 36” 6.7 lb 1-66” $175.00
#Cole-62-F-36 .62 36” 6.4 lb 1-66” $175.00  

Octagon-to-Round Barrels,
smoothbore or rifled1.125	 1.000

Tapered 36” octagon
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Fowler barrel, 44” smoothbore or rifled

Fowler barrel, 44” octagon-to-round by Colerain:
 Fancy 44” fowler barrel, smoothbore or rifled, tapered octa-
gon-to-round, in three  profiles. The tapered octagon breech is 
15” long, with a wedding band  transition to tapered round, which 
flares slightly at the muzzle. Price  includes the plug, installed 
and match-marked.
 Our ‘A’ profile barrel has a .950” octagon breech, .670” round 
waist, .730” round muzzle, rifled .36 or .40 caliber.
 Our ‘B’ profile barrel has a 1.00” octagon breech, .720” round 
waist, .780” round muzzle, rifled .40 or .45 caliber.
 Our ‘C’ profile barrel has a 1.062” octagon breech, .780” round 
waist, .843” round muzzle, rifled .50 or .54 caliber, smooth 24 
or 20 gauge.

Our ‘D’ profile barrel has a 1.125” octagon breech, .850” round 
waist, .900” round muzzle, smooth bored 12 gauge.

Part# caliber  length profile weight twist Price
#Cole-36-AF-44 .36 44” A 4.8 lb 1-48” $225.00
#Cole-40-AF-44 .40 44” A 4.5 lb 1-48” $225.00
#Cole-40-BF-44 .40 44” B 5.1 lb 1-48” $225.00
#Cole-45-BF-44  .45 44” B 4.7 lb 1-48” $225.00
#Cole-50-CF-44 .50 44” C 5.3 lb 1-56” $225.00
#Cole-54-CF-44 .54 44” C 5.0 lb 1-56” $225.00
#Cole-58-CF-44 .58 44” C 4.5 lb 1-66” $225.00
#Cole-Fowl-24  24 44” C 4.7 lb smooth $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-20  20 44” C 4.3 lb smooth $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-16  16 44” C 3.7 lb smooth $199.00
#Cole-Fowl-12  12 44” D 3.9 lb smooth $199.00

1.125	 .881	 ‘D’	profile	 .780	 .843
1.230	 .944	 ‘E’	profile	 .850	 .900

Griffin Fowler 12, 16 or 20 gauge barrel, 42”
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Visit our website for our line of 
authentic barrel stamps

http://www.trackofthewolf.com

Fowler or rifle barrel, 38” octagon-to-round by Colerain:
Colerain’s 38” fowler barrel is ideal for a smoothbore fowling gun. 

Price includes the breech plug,  installed and match-marked. Our 
38” barrels are 1.062” at breech, .780” at waist, .843” at muzzle.

Part# caliber   length profile weight twist Price
#Cole-20-38 20 ga 38” C 3.6 lb smooth $199.00
#Cole-54-38 .54 38” C 4.2 lb 1-56” $225.00
#Cole-58-38 .58 38” C 3.9 lb 1-66” $225.00

Fowler barrel, 44” turkey choked for shot only .by Colerain
 The same outside dimensions as our Fowler barrel in 20 
gauge, but with an extreme choke designed by Mr. Keith Casteel, 
for shot only. The .620” bore chokes to .580” at the muzzle. 
Breech plug is included and installed.

Part# gauge  length profile weight twist Price
#Cole-20-44-T 20 44” C 4.3 lb choked $225.00
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1.125	 .885	 .800	 .840

Fowler barrel, 16 gauge, 46” smoothbore

Fowler, 16 ga. 46” smoothbore, octagon-to-round barrel:
   Our 46”, octagon-to-round, 16 gauge, smoothbore barrel is 

ideal for fullstock flint fowling guns, fusils, and muskets. Flared 
tang plug is installed.

Part# caliber  length weight twist Price
#Cole-Fowl-46-16 .660 46” 3.7 lb smooth $225.00  

	 14.25	 31.75

1.250	 .985	 .855

Twigg fowler barrel, 12 gauge, 46” smoothbore

Twigg Fowler, 12 ga. 46” smoothbore, octagon-to-round:
   Our 46” Twigg smooth bore fowler barrel is made for fullstock 

and halfstock flint fowling guns, fusils, and muskets. Flared tang 
plug is installed.

Part# caliber  length weight twist Price
#Cole-Twigg-12 .730 46” 3.7 lb smooth $260.00  
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1.062	 .900	 ‘C’	profile	 .790
1.125	 .950	 ‘D’	profile	 .870

English fowler, 12 & 20 gauge, 32” smoothbore

English Fowler, 12 & 20 ga. 32” smoothbore, octagon-to-round:
   Colerain’s 32” fowler barrel is ideal for a smoothbore fowling 

gun. Includes flared tang plug.

Part# caliber  length profile weight twist Price
#Cole-EF-12-32 .730 32” D 3.1 lb smooth $200.00
#Cole-EF-20-32 .620 32” C 3.4 lb smooth $200.00
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